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Auto Window Lifter

Part Number: H7F62AP378 (Auto down, Auto rise)

Part Number: H7F62AP344 ( Auto rise only )

Control your car windows from your car OE keys 

whether it is to dissipate accumulated interior heat from 

outdoor parking or to ensure windows are up when its 

locked.  

Cabin Air Filter

Part Number: B5F79AP386

Designed specifically for your vehicle that meets the 

High Quality Kia Standards. Engineered to deliver 

maximum filtration of both incoming and recirculated air.

Engine Air Filter

Part Number: 4XF95AP301

Engineered to capture particulates as small as  0.0 

microns to ensure clean air is used for engine 

combustion. High Quality Kia Standards for your Kia 

vehicle.

BootFlap

Part Number: AKF14BF100

The Boot flap prevents scratches on your car’s rear 

bumper while loading and unloading cargos. A durable 

and practical protection for your vehicle.

Carpet Mat (Velour)

Part Number: H7F14NV000

High quality velour mats provide floor protection and 

style that keeps the interior looking clean and new. They 

are tailor-made to fit the footwells perfectly with anti-slip 

backing.
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Portable Jump Starter

Part Number: E0K01AQ008SH

This Portable jump starter can start 3~5 vehicles in a full 

charge. It comes also with the portable tire inflator for 

your convenience. It can also serve as a power back for 

your mobile phones and electronic devices.

USB Charger

Part Number: A7H60AP000 

Charge your phone or any other electrical device inside 

your car. This 5V/ 2.1 A can charge your mobile phone 

3 times faster than the aftermarket  charger. 

2 Channel Dash Cam

Part Number: 99H42AQ220K

Having a dash cam comes with more advantages to 

vehicle owners. They record critical moments on the 

road that come in handy in many situations.

First Aid Kit

Part Number: FK001K

Be ready for any circumstances. This Kia First Aid Kit 

conforms to DIN 13164-2014 which comes in Standard 

in European countries. The manual comes in many 

languages including Arabic.

Window Tint Film (60 inch x 100 feet)

Part Number: WFATR50 (50%)

Part Number: WFATR40 (40%)

Part Number: WFATR30 (30%)

Window tint film is a high quality product which reduces 

heat transfer, serves as a privacy film and UV protection 

for your car interior.  


